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PRESIDENT’S CORNER AUGUST ‘17

Dear friends,

This month, the spirit and excitement of the July 15th, 2017 “Peace Starts With
Me” Festival at Madison Square Garden continues to resonate in people’s
hearts and minds, in addition to the message of the Founder...

UPCOMING WFWP EVENTS: LOCAL & GLOBAL

Here are the exciting, upcoming events from Women's
Federation chapters all over the country and all over the
world. Where When What Contact for more information
WFWP Kenya Aug 12 International...

NEWSLETTER EDITOR JOB OPENING

WFWP USA is currently looking for a Newsletter Editor
to bring a unique and passionate flair to our Logic of
Love News. We use our Newsletter as a tool to inspire
others as to what it means to be a leader of the heart, in
theory and...

A BIG THANK YOU TO MS. KATHERINE
CROMWELL!

Angelika Selle 
August 15, 2017



It is with deep gratitude, love and appreciation that we
say goodbye to our esteemed newsletter editor, Ms.
Katherine Cromwell, who will be moving on from her
editorial position with WFWP USA due to her full-time
job situation.

Ms....

 

 

NICE CREAM SMOOTHIE BOWL RECIPE (VEGAN, GLUTEN
FREE)

I make “nice cream” smoothie bowls for breakfast or a snack every so
often. It’s great because I generally have all of the essential ingredients on
hand, it’s vegan and gluten free, and easy to whip up. Not to mention
they...

 

 

NEW FEATURE: BECOME A FRIEND!

WFWP USA is happy to announce a new feature on our
wfwp.us website called “Become a Friend,” which you
can find under the “Get Involved” tab. This feature was
created as a simple way for anyone to contribute to a
world of...

 

 

“TOGETHER FOR PEACE: RESPECT, SAFETY AND DIGNITY
FOR ALL”

The International Day of Peace is observed around the world each year on
September 21st. Established in 1981 by unanimous United Nations
resolution, Peace Day provides a globally shared date for all humanity to
commit to peace above...

 

 

CREATING NEW OPPORTUNITIES: A
GLIMPSE OF THE GLOBAL WOMEN’S
PEACE NETWORK

At the WFWP Pre-event to the Madison Square Garden
“Peace Starts With Me” program on July 15th, 2017,
Ambassador Suzan Johnson Cook blew us away with
her positive energy, wide-ranging life experience, and
witty, practical advice....

 

 



PRESIDENT'S CORNER JULY '17

Dear Friend,

How is your summer going so far? I hope many of you
are spending time with family and friends, seeing new
places, cooling off in the ocean, or spending time in the
mountains; and just staying cool during the hot
summer...

WFWP LEADERS FROM KOREA, JAPAN, AND
USA COLLABORATING TO BUILD A CULTURE OF
PEACE, BASED ON THE PARADIGM OF
FEMININE LEADERSHIP

Right after the powerful and inspiring Madison Square Garden
events, around 60 WFWP women leaders from Korea, Japan
and the United States made their way to another meeting
venue in order to meet with WFWP International President
Yeon...
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